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Indictment of a Sitting President: A Thread.  
Since the beginning, we have been discussing whether
Trump can, will or has been indicted, in part based on LM
and Truefact's early reporting that he was already under
sealed indictment. 

Louise Bagshawe (chat / UK)
@LouiseBagshawe

Replying to @LouiseMensch and 13 others
@DirkSchwenk 
 
^ 
 
still true. I believe that the policy was can't prosecute, can indict. 
so the existing indictments won't come out until he's out of office
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See Louise Bagshawe (chat / UK)'s other Tweets

This discussion DOES NOT apply to Trump's lackey children and hangers-on -- they

are not protected by being POTUS and have no special constitutional role -- if they

committed crimes they can and should be indicted. I believe that many are already.

I have been asked many times "Why did Mueller follow DOJ Guidance?" This answer

is simple. The Special Counsel regulations REQUIRE that he follow guidance letters

from the Office of Law.

A United States Attorney, however, HAS DISCRETION to not follow DOJ policy.

@LouiseMensch @LouiseBagshawe @lauferlaw so long as they report that they have

deviated. (clip for US DOJ Justice Manual).

The DOJ policy not to indict a sitting president is here:

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/opinions/2000/10/31/op-olc-v024-

p0222_0.pdf. The 2000 review concluded that the policy against indicting a POTUS

was sound.
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Mueller specifically says that he is following the guidance. He does not give any hint

that he asked the AG or DAG for relief from the guidance.

The OLC Opinion is clear that the Constitution itself DOES NOT bar the prosecution

of a sitting President.

It nevertheless concludes that elections and impeachment in Congress are the

remedies provided for in the Constitution.

The arguments against indictment under seal, however, are WEAK and even in the

Opinion are expressed as a discretionary call.
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• • •

Much of the argument against a sealed indictment is that if it were to leak out, it

would damage the POTUS. Every sealed indictment could potentially leak, however,

and that doesn't seem like much of an argument if a POTUS is committing treason in

real time.

LM's reporting almost 2 years ago that there was a sealed indictment against Trump

in the EDVA.

If so, the discretion to charge would have been exercised by Dana Boente.

Donald Trump Sealed Indictment Started With Eric Schneiderman -
Eric Schneiderman started an Enterprise Corruption case on Trump and the
Russian mob: it's the genesis of his sealed indictment

https://patribotics.blog/2017/05/29/donald-trump-sealed-indictment-started-with-eric-sc…

Boente is EVERYWHERE in Trump Russia. Appointed by Obama to EDVA in 2015;

made Acting AG by Trump when Sally Yates was fired; Ordered to resign by Sessions,

but Trump did not accept; became Deputy AG when Sessions sworn in; Resigned and

appointed by Wray as General Counsel FBI

If there was anyone in the DOJ with the gravitas to reject a DOJ guidance, it's Boente.

(He would have also been in a great position to do damage, so let's hope he's on the

right side of things).

BOTTOM LINE: Mueller could not indict a POTUS on his own authority. A US

Attorney, however, could indict under seal, with the only requirement that he/she

then reported that they had done so to the head of the criminal division.

ALSO BOTTOM LINE: Everyone else involved can be indicted under seal and PERP

WALK DUM JR.

ONE MORE THING: If a US Attorney has the discretion to indict over DOJ policy,

then so does the Attorney General. If the big fight between Special Counsel and Barr

occurred, then it could have been over the AG's refusal to exercise that discretion.
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